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1. Introduction 
The sensitivity of energetic materials has been studied extensively for more than half a 
century, both experimentally and numerically, due to its importance for reliable functioning 
of a munition and avoidance or mitigation of accidents (Bowden & Yoffe, 1952). While the 
shock initiation of an explosive under nominal conditions is relatively well understood from 
an engineering perspective, our understanding of initiation due to unintended stimuli 
(weak shock or fragment impact, fire, damaged explosive charge) is far less complete. As an 
example, one cannot exclude the ignition of an explosive due to mechanical deformation, 
potentially leading to low- or even high-order explosion/detonation as a consequence of 
mechanical stimuli with strain rates and pressures well below the shock sensitivity 
threshold. During the last two decades there has been an increased interest in the scientific 
community in understanding initiation sensitivity of energetic materials to weak insults.  
A relationship between energy dissipation and rate of plastic deformation has been 
developed for crystalline energetic materials (Coffey & Sharma, 1999). Chemical reactions 
are initiated in crystalline solids when a crystal-specific threshold energy is exceeded. In this 
sense, initiation is linked to the rate of plastic deformation. However, practical energetic 
materials are usually heterogeneous composites comprised of one or more kinds of energetic 
crystals (the filler, for which the mass fraction can exceed 90%) bound together with a binder 
matrix that often consists of several different polymer, plasticizer, and stabilizer materials. 
Clearly, the mechanical behavior of these polymer-bonded (plastic-bonded) explosives 
(PBXs) is far more complicated than for neat crystals of high explosive. It is necessary in 
realistic constitutive modeling of energetic compositions to incorporate features reflecting 
the complex, multiphase, multiscale structural, dynamical, and chemical properties; see, for 
example, Bennett et al., 1998, and Conley & Benson, 1999. The goal in constitutive modeling 
is to bridge the particulate nature at the mesoscale to the mechanical properties at the 
macroscale.  
The macroscale deformations applied to PBX composites in experiments are generally not 
the same as the local deformation fields in a component crystal within the composite. This 
has been demonstrated using grain-resolved mesoscale simulations wherein the individual 
grains and binder phases in a PBX are resolved within a continuum simulation framework. 
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Baer & Trott (2002) studied the spatial inhomogeneities in temperature and pressure that 
result when a shock wave passes through a sample of material. The statistical properties of 
the shocked state were characterized using temporal and spatial probability distribution 
functions of temperature, pressure, material velocity and density. The results showed that 
reactive waves in composite materials are distinctly different from predictions of idealized, 
traditional models based on singular jump state analysis. 
Energy and stress localization phenomena culminating in rapid, exothermic chemistry are 
complex processes, particularly for shocks near the initiation threshold, for which 
subvolumes of material corresponding to the tails of the distribution functions of 
temperature and pressure are where initiation will begin. Therefore, a detailed 
understanding of composite energetic materials initiation requires knowledge of how 
thermal and mechanical energies are transferred through the various constituents and 
interfaces of a PBX; how the distributed energy causes structural changes associated with 
plasticity or phase transformations; and, when these processes (among others) lead to 
sufficiently high localization of energy, how and at what rate chemical reactions occur as 
functions of the local stress, temperature, and thermodynamic phase in the material. Each of 
these can in principle be studied by using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. 
Distributions of field variables available from mesoscale simulations can be sampled to 
provide input to MD simulations; alternatively, results obtained from MD simulations can 
be used to guide the formulation of, and determine parameters for, improved mesoscale 
descriptions of the constituent materials in the PBX, for structurally perfect materials as well 
as ones containing various kinds of crystal lattice defects, voids, crystal surface features, and 
material interfaces (Kuklja & Rashkeev 2009; Sewell, 2008; Strachan et al., 2005; Shi & 
Brenner, 2008). 
This chapter gives an overview of simulations of deformation processes in energetic 
materials at the macro-, meso-, and molecular scales. Both non-reactive and reactive 
processes are considered. Macroscale simulations are usually developed to mimic real life 
situations (for example, munitions performance under intended conditions or response 
under accident scenarios) or are used in the development of small-scale experiments 
designed to elucidate fundamental properties and behaviors. Because macroscale 
simulations lack detailed information concerning microscopic physics and chemistry, their 
use for predicting energetic materials initiation is generally limited to engineering 
applications of the types mentioned above. For many applications, however, the 
macroscopic treatment is sufficient to characterize and explain the deformation behavior of 
PBXs. At the other extreme of space and time scales, MD can be used to simulate the fine-
scale details of deformation, including detailed mechanisms of phase changes, chemistry, 
and processes that occur at material interfaces or other spatial heterogeneities. Mesoscale 
simulation and theory is required to bridge the gap between these limiting cases. 
The outline of the remainder of the chapter is as follows: First, the macroscopic 
deformation of a PBX, treated as a homogeneous material, is discussed. Specific examples 
are provided in which experimental data and simulation results are compared. Next, a 
sampling of the various approaches that can be applied for mesoscale modeling is 
presented. Representative simulations based on grain-resolved simulations are discussed. 
Finally, an overview of applications of molecular scale modeling to problems of thermal-
mechanical-chemical properties prediction and understanding deformation processes on 
submicron scales is given, with specific references to the literature to highlight current 
capabilities in these areas.  
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2. Simulation of deformation at the macroscale: Plastic-bonded explosives 
treated as homogeneous material 
The low-velocity impact vulnerability of energetic materials is typically studied by using 
simulations of deformations at the macroscale. For example, the engineering safety margin 
for acceptable crush-up limits of an encased energetic material is the most widely-used 
parameter in modern barrier design to prevent sympathetic detonation in ammunition 
storage sites. The accidental detonation of a storage module will lead to blast, ground shock, 
and propulsion of the barriers placed around that storage module. These accelerated 
barriers can impact adjacent storage modules and crush the munitions contained therein. 
The development of munition-specific acceptance criteria (Tancreto et al., 1994), and the 
comparison of double flyer-plate impact and crush-test results with simulation results 
(Malvar, 1994) helped advance the successful design of the so-called High Performance 
Magazine (Hager et al., 2000). Munitions are nowadays categorized into sensitivity groups 
based on robustness and sensitivity. The initiation threshold of a sensitivity group is 
expressed as the required kinetic energy and impulse per unit area from an impacting 
barrier to cause a reaction in munitions of that sensitivity group.  
The concept of sensitivity groups allows for the design of other storage configurations 
through engineering models. One example is the simulation of barrier propulsion by the 
detonation of a single storage module containing 5 ton TNT equivalent of explosives, for 
which simulated results have been verified experimentally (Bouma et al., 2003; van Wees et 
al., 2004); see Fig. 1. However, design parameters related to the barrier do not describe the 
processes that may lead to ignition, and certainly do not help in formulating insensitive 
explosive compositions. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Left: Experiment prior to detonation of 5 ton TNT equivalent of explosives in the 
central 24 ft container, which is surrounded by four different barrier designs and four 
munition storage modules. Right: The simulated results illustrate the pressure contours 5 ms 
after the detonation of 5 ton TNT equivalent of explosives, and the disintegration and 
movement of the trapezoid-shaped barrier in the photograph towards an adjacent storage 
module. 
Many experimental tests, including the Susan impact test and friability test (UN, 2008), 
Steven impact test (Chidester et al., 1998), set-back generator (Sandusky et al., 1998), spigot 
intrusion (Wallace, 1994), drop-weight and projectile impact, and split Hopkinson pressure 
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bar (Siviour et al., 2004), study the response of a PBX under mechanical loading conditions 
that are specific to particular accident scenarios. Collectively, these tests span a wide range 
of geometric complexity and data richness. For some of them the results are expressed  
in relatively qualitative terms; for example, the Steven test where the severity of  
the mechanical insult to a stationary target with high explosive is based on the impact 
velocity of a projectile, and reaction violence is based on criteria such as amount of PBX 
recovered, damage to the target containment, and blast pressure at some distance from the 
location of projectile/target impact. In other tests more sophisticated experimental methods 
and highly instrumented diagnostics allow the detailed mechanical behavior to be inferred 
from the data; for example, the split Hopkinson pressure bar. In many cases simulations are 
required to aid in the interpretation of the data; specific examples for the split Hopkinson 
pressure bar, Steven impact, and LANL impact tests can be found in (Bailly et al., 2011; 
Gruau et al., 2009; Scammon et al., 1998). 
The ballistic impact chamber is a specific drop-weight impact test designed to impose a 
shear deformation in a cylindrical sample of explosive (Coffey, 1995). (The name drop-
weight impact test originates with the fact that the impact velocity depends on the height 
from which the weight is dropped onto the sample.) If a relationship between energy 
dissipation and rate of plastic deformation is known, the deformation rate can be used to 
define a mechanical initiation threshold (Coffey & Sharma, 1999). A drop-impact load 
impinges on the striker, which loads a cylindrical sample between the striker and an anvil 
(see Fig. 2) The cylinder is compressed along the cylinder axis and expands radially. The 
shear rate in the ballistic impact chamber is described by 
 
,
 
(1)
 
with r and h the radius and the height of the sample, respectively, γ the shear, and t the time. 
The shear rate is largest near the perimeter of the cylinder. Initiation is detected by 
photodiodes. Knowing the striker velocity dh/dt and the time of initiation, the required shear 
rate for initiation dγ/dt can be calculated. Measured shear rate thresholds are given by 
Namkung & Coffey (2001). 
 
 
Fig. 2. Left: Schematic cross section of the ballistic impact chamber. Right: Top view of the 
chamber. The sample can be seen in the center of the chamber. Attached to the side are two 
fiber optic cables and a pressure transducer. The striker is located to the right of the chamber 
assembly. 
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The deformation of energetic materials in the ballistic impact chamber according to equation 
1 has been verified by simulations of a cylindrical sample of PBXN-109 (64 wt% 
cyclotrimethylene trinitramine, 20 wt% aluminium and 16 wt% polybutadiene-based 
binder), 6.35 mm in diameter and 1.75 mm in height (Meuken et al., 2006). In this example, 
the drop weight had an impact velocity of 3 m⋅s-1, and the striker achieved an initial velocity 
of ≈ 6 m⋅s-1 due to elastic collision. The simulation was carried out using the ANSYS 
Autodyn software suite, a versatile explicit analysis tool for modeling the nonlinear 
dynamics of solids, fluids, gases and interactions among them. (Autodyn provides, for 
example, finite element solvers for computational structural dynamics and mesh-free 
particle solvers for high velocities, large deformation and fragmentation (Autodyn, 
Birnbaum et al., 1987).) The resulting shear rate in PBXN-109 as a function of time is shown 
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3. The maximum shear rate of approximately 8×105 s-1 is 
reached shortly before the end of the negative acceleration of the striker, at a radial distance 
about 70% of the sample radius (Bouma et al., 2007). The shear rate values from equation 1 
and the Autodyn simulation are comparable, except the rise in shear rate in the simulation 
occurs at a longer time since impact. The deformation is complex – there are small 
oscillations visible in Fig. 3 due to the shock and reflection waves that travel through the 
striker and anvil. Evaluation of the shear sensitivity according to equation 1 is non-trivial, 
and simulations are key to interpreting this “simple” cylindrical compression experiment. 
The analysis requires that the sample not resists compression by the striker prior to 
initiation and that an accurate value of the striker velocity is known. In the example 
discussed here the first requirement is satisfied so long as the time to reaction is less than 
90% of the original sample height divided by twice the drop weight velocity at the moment 
of impact. The experimentally determined shear initiation threshold in the ballistic impact 
chamber of PBXN-109 is 1.7×105-2.0×105 s-1. A simulation that approximates the 
experimental conditions and which includes chemical reaction yields an ignition time of 180 
µs. The chemical reaction model used in the simulation is limited to an Arrhenius-type 
ignition term; a more sophisticated treatment of chemistry that includes, for instance, the 
Lee-Tarver (Lee & Tarver, 1980) growth term has not been performed (Zerilli et al., 2002). 
 
 
Fig. 3. Left: Shear rate vs. time, calculated using equation 1. The deformation starts at t = 0 
and is monitored until the height of the sample is equal to 10% of the initial height. Right: 
Same as the left-hand panel except the result is obtained from an Autodyn simulation. 
Results in the right-hand panel are shown for points near the sample-anvil interface and 
originally located at radial distances r = 0.3, 0.8, 1.2, 1.7, 2.2, 2.7, and 3.1 mm from the center 
of the sample; deformation of the sample starts at t = 0.07 ms. 
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The shear-rate threshold just discussed should also apply to other experimental 
configurations. For example, PBXN-109 has been subjected to an explosion-driven 
deformation (Meuken et al., 2006). Steel cylinders were filled with PBXN-109 and a layer of 
3.0, 4.0, or 5.0 mm plastic explosive, covering one-third of the circumference of the steel 
cylinder, was detonated; the results are shown in Fig. 4. In the 3-mm layer case the PBXN-
109 was slightly extruded from the deformed steel cylinder without any sign of reaction. In 
the 4-mm layer case there was a mild reaction, as shown by the slightly expanded steel 
cylinder. In the 5-mm layer case a violent reaction of the PBXN-109 was observed, resulting 
in fragmentation of the steel cylinder.  
Figure 5 shows the 2-D simulation set-up of the deformation experiment (left panel); as well 
as the shear rate (right panel) in the PBXN-109, calculated close to the inner surface of the 
steel cylinder as a function of the angle (where angle θ=0° corresponds to the center of the 
deformation layer). The maximum shock pressure is ≈0.5 GPa, which is well below the 2.2-
5.2 GPa initiation pressure of PBXN-109 in the large scale gap test (Doherty & Watt, 2008). 
The maximum shear rates in Fig. 5 are 0.72×105, 1.19×105, and 1.51×105 s-1, respectively, for 
the 3-, 4-, and 5-mm layer experiments. The initiation threshold in this deformation test 
resembles the threshold in the ballistic impact chamber. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Explosion-driven deformation of steel-cased PBXN-109 charges. The deformation 
results from the detonation of a layer of plastic explosive that partially surrounds the PBX-
N109 charges (see Fig. 5). Results are shown for plastic explosive layer thicknesses of 3 mm 
(left), 4 mm (middle) and 5 mm (right). 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Left: Schematic configuration for 2-D Autodyn simulation of an explosive 
deformation test. Right: Maximum shear rates in PBXN-109 as functions of the angle θ when 
deformed by explosive layers of thickness 3 mm (green), 4 mm (blue), and 5 mm (red). 
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The maximum shear rate depends on the test configuration. The friability test (UN, 2008) 
and the LANL impact test (Bennett et al., 1998) have been simulated for the explosive PBXN-
109, and the Steven impact test (Vandersall et al., 2006) for explosive composition C4, to 
correlate the severity of mechanical deformation to initiation of the explosive, see table 1 
(Bouma & Meuken, 2004). Permanent deformation and extensive fracturing of the PBX in 
the friability test, in which a flat-ended cylindrical projectile is fired into a rigid steel target, 
are evident in Fig. 6 (left-hand panel, from Bouma, 1999) as well as the simulated evolution 
of shear rate (right-hand panel). The largest calculated shear rate, ~0.45×105 s-1, occurs near 
the edges of the ∅18 mm sample. The experimental result in the left-hand panel of Fig. 6 
shows that this rate is too low to cause initiation; this is qualitatively consistent with the 
threshold maximum shear rates discussed in connection with Figs. 3-5. The extensive 
fracture of the material, which is deliberately induced in this test, has not been modeled.  
 
  
Fig. 6. Left: Permanent deformation and fracture of a PBX containing 80% HMX at 91, 110, 
121, and 154 m⋅s-1 impact velocity in a friability test. Right: The evolution of shear rate at 
various radial distances from the sample in the friability test and near the explosive/steel 
interface for PBXN-109 at 150 m⋅s-1 impact velocity. The maximum shear rate develops near 
the outer radius. 
The Steven impact test has been simulated near the experimental initiation thresholds for 
explosives PBX 9404 and PBX 9501, respectively 31-34 m⋅s-1 and 39-54 m⋅s-1 (Chidester et al., 
1998). Again, the calculated shear rates of ≈105 s-1 confirm experimental initiation thresholds. 
Note that the experimental threshold for C4 is an impact velocity of more than 195 m⋅s-1 
(Vandersall et al., 2006), resulting in a shear rate of at least 1.8×105 s-1. In the LANL impact 
test a pusher impacts a thin rectangular slab of explosive of the same thickness (Bennett et 
al., 1998). The violence of reaction depends on the diameter and shape of the pusher (result 
not shown). The calculated peak shear rate of 16×105 s-1 is large but is very localized, within 
1 mm of the edge of the ∅10 mm pusher, and has duration <1μs. 
An analytical model has been developed that links mechanical properties and particle sizes 
with the thermal ignition of an explosive. This micro-structural model (Browning, 1995) is 
based on 1) Hertz contact stress between two particles of the same diameter in relation to the 
applied normal pressure, 2) mechanical work due to sliding motion under a normal 
pressure, and 3) thermo-chemical decomposition due to an applied and local heat flux (the 
latter originating from the mechanical work in the Hertzian contact points). The ignition 
criterion in the model requires the evaluation of the pressure and the shear rate at the 
macroscale (Browning, 1995; Gruau et al., 2009; Scammon et al., 1998). Scammon et al. (1998) 
evaluate the parameter 
 ݌ଶ/ଷ ቀௗఊௗ௧ቁ௠௔௫ଵ.ଶ଻ ݐ௜௚௡ଵ/ସ  (2) 
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Configuration, 
explosive 
Test specifics Shear rate / s-1 
Experimental 
observation 
Explosion driven 
deformation, PBXN-
109 
3 mm deformation 
layer 
4 mm deformation 
layer 
5 mm deformation 
layer
Max. 0.72×105 
Max. 1.19×105 
Max. 1.51×105 
No reaction 
Burn 
Violent 
reaction 
Ballistic Impact 
Chamber, PBXN-109 
 
1.7×105-2.0×105 at 
initiation
Initiation 
Friability test, 
PBXN-109 
18 mm Ø, 9 gram, 150 
m⋅s-1 impact velocity Max. 0.4×10
5-0.5×105 No reaction 
LANL impact test, 
PBXN-109 
10 mm blunt steel 
pusher at 196 m⋅s-1 
into 25 mm ×20 mm 
sample
Max. 16×105 Not available 
Steven impact test, 
C4 
50 m⋅s-1 impact 
velocity 
100 m⋅s-1 impact 
velocity 
157-195 m⋅s-1 impact 
velocity
Max. 0.5×105 
Max. 1.8×105 No reaction 
Table 1. Comparison of shear rates calculated in simulation of various test configurations of 
PBXN-109 and explosive composition C4 to experimental results. 
with time to ignition tign, assuming that pressure p and shear rate dγ/dt are constant. Ignition 
is associated with the parameter exceeding an explosive-specific value. The underlying 
thermo-chemical model has been analyzed in detail for HMX only. However, equation 2 (or 
the corresponding expression for variable pressure and shear strain rate loading histories 
(Browning & Scammon, 2001; Gruau et al., 2009)), may not be directly applicable to non-
HMX PBXs. The thermo-chemical decomposition in the above model requires a thermo-
chemical simulation of the ignition time as a function of thermal energy fluence through a 
crystal-crystal contact surface area, and involves explosive-specific decomposition chemistry 
that can be measured, for example, in a one-dimensional time-to-explosion (ODTX) test 
(Hsu et al., 2010). This may lead to different exponents in eq. 2 for non-HMX PBXs. 
As shown in this section, a macroscopic treatment is generally sufficient to characterize and 
explain the deformation behavior of PBXs. However, since macroscopic models treat the 
PBX as a homogeneous material, their use for predicting energetic materials initiation is 
rather limited. As a first step to a more detailed description of the deformation and initiation 
behavior of energetic materials, mesoscale simulations can be performed that include the 
influence of the particulate nature of PBX formulations. 
3. Simulation of deformation at the mesoscale: The influence of particulate 
nature of plastic-bonded explosives 
The influence of the particulate nature at the mesoscale can be accounted for in different 
ways. One can 1) fit a continuum model with particle-specific features to experimental data; 
2) simulate the mechanical behavior of a representative volume element with the mechanical 
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properties of its constituents and determine the collective mechanical behavior; or, 3) when 
sufficient computer resources are available, simulate the mechanical behavior with spatially 
resolved explosive grains and binder. 
An example of the first approach is based on the statistical crack mechanics model (Dienes, 
1985) in combination with a five-component Maxwell visco-elasticity model, fitting the 
parameters to experimental Young’s moduli spanning eight orders of magnitude of 
relaxation times (Bennett et al., 1998). Constitutive equations are obtained for 
implementation into the DYNA3D nonlinear, explicit finite element code for solid and 
structural mechanics (DYNA3D). An example of the second approach is the construction of 
a continuum constitutive model based on homogenization procedures applied to realistic 2-
D or 3-D representative volume element microstructures obtained, for instance, from digital 
images of cross sections (De & Macri, 2006) or X-ray microtomography (Bardenhagen et al., 
2006) of a PBX. An example of the third approach is the direct simulation at the mesoscale of 
the propagation of a shock wave through randomly packed crystal ensembles (Baer & Trott, 
2002). Probabilistic distribution functions of wave field variables such as pressure, density, 
particle velocity, chemical composition, and temperature are studied to gain insight into the 
initiation and growth of reactions in heterogeneous materials. For additional studies of 
grain-resolved systems see Baer (2002), Reaugh (2002), and Handley (2011); the latter is a 
recent Ph.D. dissertation that includes a thorough review of mesoscale simulations and 
theory applied to PBXs. 
During mechanical deformation of a PBX interfacial de-bonding can occur and crystals may 
even crack. Figure 7 contains a scanning electron micrograph of HMX crystals in a hydroxy-
terminated-polybutadiene binder. A cylindrical sample of this explosive, 9 grams in weight 
and 18 mm in diameter, has been impacted at 92 m⋅s-1 against a steel plate. The micrograph 
corresponds to a section near the impact site in the friability test and demonstrates 
interfacial de-bonding as well as crystal cracking (Scholtes et al., 2002). These phenomena 
can also be simulated. Figure 8 gives the principal stress in uniaxial compression of PBX 
9501 at 2% overall strain. The computational model is 0.465 mm × 0.495 mm and contains 25 
particles. De-bonding occurs when the work applied perpendicular or tangential to an 
interface exceeds the normal or shear cohesive energy, respectively. The cohesive energies 
used to generate the left- and right-hand panels of Fig. 8 are, respectively, below and above 
the experimentally derived values. The extent of interfacial de-bonding decreases with 
increasing cohesive energy between the particle and binder phases. The increase in cohesive 
energy results in a large stress localization within crystals, which increases the probability 
for cracks to develop within the crystal (Yan-Qing & Feng-Lei, 2009). Note that the peak 
shear rates in the impact experiment of Fig. 7 are of the order of 103 s-1, whereas the 
simulation results shown in Fig. 8 are for a strain rate of 1.2×10-3 s-1. 
The particulate nature of most energetic materials and the imperfection of the component 
crystals (for example, grain boundaries, seeding crystals, voids, cracks, lattice defects, 
solvent inclusions) not only influence the deformation behaviour of the PBX but also the 
sensitivity to shock (Doherty & Watt, 2008; van der Heijden & Bouma, 2004a, 2004b, 2010). 
Examples of imperfections are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. On the left is an optical micrograph 
of a cross section of an RDX crystal. The crystal outer surface is irregular, grains have grown 
into each other, and there are multiple defects with sizes of the order of 10 μm. On the right 
a scanning electron micrograph of the cross section of an RDX crystal from the same lot 
(RDX type II obtained from Dyno) is shown. At this magnification, one can see voids with 
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sizes on the order of hundreds of nm, as well as a string of voids extending vertically across 
the image; note that this latter structure is not a grain boundary. Fig. 10 shows two confocal 
scanning laser micrographs with a Dyno Type II RDX crystal at the left and a BAe Royal 
Ordnance RDX crystal at the right. By using a confocal scanning laser microscope in 
reflection mode it is possible to make optical slices from a transparent object down to a 
thickness of about 0.5 µm. In this way, local differences in the refractive index inside a 
crystal will be revealed as bright spots on a dark background. The images are recorded with 
a Leica TCS SL confocal system using a DM6000 B microscope equipped with a 40X 
objective, zoom factor setting of 2. The spots indicate locations with a different refractive 
index from the surrounding area and correspond most likely to small inclusions present in 
the crystal. Also of interest are the “diffuse” areas within the crystals in the left-hand panel 
of Fig. 10. The differences in spot density for the two RDX lots obtained from different 
producers are assumed to be correlated with the difference in mechanical sensitivity 
(Thompson et al., 2010) and shock sensitivity (Doherty & Watt, 2008). 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Interfacial debonding and crystal cracking in a friability test (Scholtes et al., 2002). 
 
 
Fig. 8. Maximum principal stress in uniaxial compression of PBX 9501 (Reprinted from Yan-
Qing & Feng-Lei, 2009,  2008, with permission from Elsevier). The two simulations are 
identical except that the particle/binder cohesive energy used to generate the right-hand 
panel is four times that used to generate the left-hand panel.  
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Fig. 9. Optical micrograph (left) and scanning electron micrograph (right) of a cross-section 
of a crystal of Dyno type II RDX (Thompson et al., 2010). 
 
     
Fig. 10. Confocal scanning laser micrographs for two different qualities of RDX crystals, 
produced at a focal plane below the surface. Left: 93.5 μm × 93.5 μm image of Dyno type II 
RDX. Right: a 375 μm × 375 μm image of BAe Royal Ordnance RDX (Thompson et al., 2010). 
Ideally, a simulation at the meso- or molecular-scale should incorporate microstructural 
features such as grain boundaries, packing of particles, defects, and voids. A new method to 
create a computational set-up with a random pack of arbitrary shapes of particles has been 
applied to “typical” HMX crystals by Stafford & Jackson (2010). Armstrong (2009) has 
reviewed dislocation mechanics modeling of energetic materials. The review covers 
experimental mechanics studied through indentation-hardness properties, impact 
properties in various test geometries, and granular compaction. The thermal dissipation of 
energy is associated with individual dislocation motions, which may induce a strong 
adiabatic heating through dislocation pile-up avalanches. Lei and Koslowski (2010) have 
published a phase field dislocation dynamics model for low-symmetry organic crystals. 
Using only information about the crystallography and elastic constants they were able to 
predict the onset of plastic deformation in sucrose and paracetamol. (Although these are not 
energetic materials, the fundamental physics and materials science developed by Lei and 
Koslowski would apply equally well to energetic crystals.) Lei and Kowslowski identified 
several properties that could be provided from atomic-scale simulations. The use of MD 
simulations as a means of providing input to, or guiding the formulation of, mesoscale 
models will be discussed in the next section. 
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4. Simulation of deformation at the molecular scale: Structural changes and 
chemical reactions near lattice defects, voids, and interfaces 
Atomic-level simulation methods — MD and Monte Carlo (MC) — in which individual 
atoms or chemical functional groups are treated explicitly can be used to understand and 
predict the equilibrium and dynamic properties of energetic crystals, binders, and interfaces 
between them. In MD a set of classical (e.g., Newton’s) equations of motion are solved in 
terms of the interatomic forces, possibly with additional terms corresponding to coupling of 
the system to an external thermostat (Hoover, 1985; Nosé, 1984), barostat (Martyna et al., 
1996; Parrinello et al., 1981), or other constraint such as to sample a Hugoniot state of a 
material (Maillet & Stoltz, 2008; Ravelo et al., 2004; Reed et al., 2003) to confine the 
simulation to a particular ensemble, leading to a trajectory (time history) of particle 
positions and momenta from which physical properties can be calculated in terms of 
appropriate statistical averages or time correlation functions (Tuckerman, 2010). The 
interatomic forces required for MD can be obtained from a parameterized empirical force 
field or from electronic structure calculations wherein the forces are obtained directly from 
the instantaneous electronic wave function of the system.  
Monte Carlo sampling of configuration space is usually performed using a random walk based 
on a Markov chain constructed to satisfy microscopic reversibility and detail balance in an 
appropriate statistical ensemble. (See, for example: Frenkel & Smit, 2002; Wood, 1968.) Because 
the sequence of states in a Markov chain does not comprise a dynamical trajectory, only 
properties that can be expressed as averages of some microscopic function of configuration in 
phase space that does not explicitly involve the time can be computed. Metropolis MC 
(Metropolis et al., 1953), the version of MC most frequently used in molecular simulations, 
does not require evaluation of forces but rather only differences in potential energy between 
adjacent states (configurations) sampled by the Markov chain. Although in many cases MC 
and MD can be used equally effectively, in practice Monte Carlo is not used as widely as MD 
in simulations of energetic materials; therefore here we focus on MD.  
Electronic structure calculations are sometimes used to study the structures, energies, 
charge distributions and higher multipole moments, spectroscopy, and reaction pathways. 
These properties can be calculated for isolated molecules, clusters, or periodic structures, 
usually at zero Kelvin; however, the effects of finite temperature can be incorporated, for 
example, by using the quasi-harmonic approximation (for example, Zerilli & Kukla, 2007), 
explicitly from MD trajectories, (Manaa et al., 2009; Tuckerman & Klein, 1998) or using an 
appropriate MC sampling scheme (Coe et al., 2009a, 2009b). Most practical electronic 
structure calculations for energetic materials are performed using methods based on the 
Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) (Koch & Holthausen, 2001), although ab initio 
methods are used in some cases (Molt et al., 2011). 
The advantage of atomic-level simulation methods is the detailed information they can 
provide. For instance, a MD simulation provides the time histories of the phase space 
coordinates along a trajectory, from which any classical property of the system, including 
detailed reaction chemistry can, in principle, be computed. The main obstacle to the use of 
atomic methods in practical multi-scale simulation frameworks is the small spatiotemporal 
scales that can be studied — approximately tens of millions of atoms for time scales of 
nanoseconds or less — and the requirement, at least for accurate studies rather than ones 
designed to examine basic qualitative features of the material response, to have a reliable 
description of the inter-atomic forces within the given thermodynamic regime of interest. 
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(While the development of parallel, linear scaling algorithms for electronic structure studies 
of condensed phase systems has considerably increased the numbers of atoms that can be 
studied (see, for example, Bock et al., 2011; Kresse et al., 2011), system sizes and simulation 
times tractable based on electronic structure theory calculations are far smaller than those 
using analytical force fields.) A more fundamental question in the case of MD or MC 
simulations is that of the applicability of classical statistical mechanics or dynamics for the 
study of molecular phenomena.  
In the following we discuss ways by which atomic-scale information can be incorporated 
within a multiscale simulation framework, providing specific examples relevant to energetic 
materials. The focus of most MD simulations of energetic materials has been on predicting 
physical properties in the absence of chemistry. A major (and ongoing) hurdle to reliably 
treating complex chemistry in MD simulations is the difficulty of describing the forces for 
the variety of electronic structures that would be explored at the high temperatures and 
pressures corresponding to the von Neumann spike or Chapman-Jouguet state of a 
detonating explosive. Currently, the methods to do this are plane-wave DFT or 
parameterized analytic representations such as the ReaxFF (van Duin et al., 2001; Strachan et 
al., 2005) or AIREBO (Stuart et al., 2000; Liu & Stuart, 2007) force fields. Han et al. (2011) 
have recently published simulations of the thermal decomposition of condensed phase 
nitromethane studied using ReaxFF.  
In general, there are two approaches to the multiscale problem. The arguably simpler 
approach is a sequential (or “handshaking”) one in which specific physical properties 
required in mesoscale or macroscopic simulations — for example, thermal, transport, or 
mechanical properties — are calculated as functions of temperature and pressure and used 
directly in the larger-scale simulations. Assuming the validity of classical mechanics, the 
major challenge to obtaining reliable predictions for such quantities is the need to 
realistically account for defect structures that can be of sizes that exceed the limited MD 
spatiotemporal scales. Reliable predictions of properties or structures of rate-dependent 
materials or ones with extended interfaces are also difficult to model due to the large time 
and space scales associated with them; for example, binders in energetic materials are 
usually based on polymers (often with other additives such as plasticizers or stabilizers) that 
exhibit both viscoelastic behavior and in some cases complex microphase-segregated 
morphologies and non-negligible concentration gradients in the neighborhood of interfaces. 
Such simulations are quite challenging within a MD framework; see, for example, Jaidann et 
al. (2009). Nevertheless, in some instances it is possible to regard MD predictions as 
comprising bounding cases (for example, limit of perfect crystals). Moreover, for many 
properties of interest experimental data either do not exist for conditions away from room 
temperature/atmospheric pressure or have large apparent uncertainties based on disparate 
results obtained for a given property using different experimental techniques. In such 
instances the results of atomic simulations can be used to extend the intervals over which 
needed parameter values can be estimated or to discriminate among inconsistent data sets.  
Examples are included in Table 2, which includes the results of various measurements or 
calculations of the second-order elastic tensors for PETN, α-RDX, and β-HMX; and Table 3 
which contains the pressure and temperature dependence of the bulk and shear moduli of 
crystalline TATB for the Reuss (uniform stress) and Voigt (uniform strain) bounds. Note the 
wide variation in some of the experimentally determined values, particularly for RDX and 
HMX. In each case, the MD results – based on force fields that were not parameterized using 
elasticity data – yield predictions in good agreement with the most recent, and presumably 
most accurate, experimental data based on impulsive stimulated thermal scattering.  
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A difficulty with direct application of sequential approaches is that, even if a given property 
appears in a mesoscopic theory and can be calculated directly and accurately using atomic 
methods, possibly including temperature and pressure dependencies, use of those accurate 
property values which are treated as adjustable parameters in mesoscale simulations may 
lead initially to decreased predictive capability compared to experimental results; that is, an 
improved subgrid model or more accurate physically-based parameter specification may 
disrupt the overall calibration of the mesoscale model. 
The other general approach to multiscale simulation of energetic materials is the concurrent 
method in which two different levels of material description are included simultaneously 
within a single simulation domain. One example where such an approach would be useful 
is grain-resolved mesoscale simulations wherein regions of atomically resolved material are 
contained within a larger volume of material treated using continuum mechanics. Such an 
approach would be particularly useful for mesoscopic studies of the effects of intra-crystal 
defects (dislocations, grain boundaries, voids) or intermaterial interfaces (crystal-binder, 
High Explosive (HE)-metal) where localization of temperature, stress, or microscopic strain 
rate might be large leading to large gradients in the material (often called hot spots) wherein 
chemical reactions are likely to occur. In addition to theoretical difficulties with formulating 
a single simulation method in which particles and continuum regions are treated 
seamlessly, concurrent methods are difficult to implement due to the high degree of time 
sub-cycling required given the large difference between the time step in a MD simulation 
(~0.01-1 fs) compared to the time step in even a high resolution mesoscale simulation (~0.1 
ns). Other possibilities for progress based on concurrent approaches include using different 
levels of description (and, tacitly assumed, different accuracies of forces) within a single MD 
computational domain; for example, use within a limited region such as the neighborhood 
of an interface of a force description based on electronic structure or empirically-calibrated 
force fields that include chemical reaction surrounded by a (typically much larger) region of 
material represented by a less accurate but computationally cheaper model (for instance one 
with fixed intramolecular connectivity that does not treat chemical reaction). Applications of 
the computational materials design facility (for example, Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2011 and 
references therein) illustrate the potential of such methods. 
Another approach to extending the space and time scales accessible to molecularly-detailed 
methods that has been used with increasing frequency is particle-based coarse-graining in 
which chemical functional groups or entire molecules or collections of molecules are treated as 
effective particles, with corresponding effective potentials. As an example, Desbiens et al. 
(2007, 2009) have developed a model for nitromethane in which the four atoms of the methyl 
group are treated as a single particle. This simplified model has been parameterized using a 
MC optimization approach, and shown to yield good agreement with several measured 
quantities, including second shock temperatures. Gee and co-workers (Gee et al., 2006; Lin et 
al., 2007) have developed a coarse-grained description for PETN in which individual PETN 
molecules are represented by a five-bead model (nominally the tetramethyl carbon and the 
four nitrate pendent groups) (Gee et al., 2006), and have used this model to study surface 
diffusion of PETN molecules on different PETN crystal faces (Lin et al., 2007). Izvekov et al. 
(2010) have developed a formalism for systematic coarse-graining of molecular materials and 
applied it to nitromethane; both a one-site model, in which the molecules are treated as single 
particles, and a two-site model, in which the methyl group and nitro groups are treated as 
distinct particles, were developed. The approach, which is based on a systematic calibration of 
effective coarse-grained particle-particle interactions using potential-of-mean-force 
calculations for fully atomic systems, was shown in the case of a density-dependent potential 
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formulation to reproduce the nitromethane liquid structure and shock Hugoniot locus. Lynch 
et al. (2008) have developed a simplified model for α-HMX in which individual molecules are 
treated as single particles; a novel aspect of this reduced dimensionality “mesodynamics” 
(Strachan & Holian, 2005) potential function is that it includes the effects of intramolecular 
vibrational degrees of freedom through incorporation of implicit degrees of freedom. The 
model, which is only intended to provide a schematic representation of HMX, has been used 
to study spall behavior in the shocked crystals. With all coarse-graining or multiscale methods, 
a key requirement is to capture the dominant features of the physics at the finer scale when 
passing from one scale to the next larger one, and to minimize the amount of non-essential 
information that is carried along. The specific requirements will vary depending on the 
material type, the thermodynamic and mechanical loading regime of interest, and the fidelity 
of the higher-scale model in which the finer-scale results are to be used. 
 
 C11  C33 C44  C66 C12 C13      
PETN              
Ultrasonicsa 17.22  12.17 5.04  3.95 5.44 7.99      
ISTSb 17.12  12.18 5.03  3.81 6.06 7.98      
MD/MCc 17.6  10.5 4.66  4.92 4.7 6.65      
              
 C11 C22 C33 C44 C55 C66 C12 C13 C23     
RDX              
MCd 26.9 24.1 17.7 8.4 5.3 7.6 6.27 5.68 6.32     
Ultrasonicse 25.02 19.6 17.93 5.17 4.07 6.91 8.2 5.8 5.9     
Brillouinf 36.67 25.67 21.64 11.99 2.72 7.68 1.38 1.67 9.17     
RUSg 25.6 21.3 19.0 5.38 4.27 7.27 8.67 5.72 6.4     
ISTSb 25.15 20.08 18.21 5.26 4.06 7.10 8.23 5.94 5.94     
Energy 
Minimizedh 
25.0 23.8 23.4 3.1 7.7 5.2 10.6 7.6 8.8     
              
 C11 C22 C33 C44 C55 C66 C12 C13 C23 C15 C25 C35 C46 
β-HMX              
ISLSi 20.8 --- 18.5 --- 6.1 --- --- 12.5 --- -0.5 --- 1.9 --- 
Brillouinj 18.41 14.41 12.44 4.77 4.77 4.46 6.37 10.50 6.42 -1.10 0.83 1.08 2.75 
ISTSk 20.58 19.69 18.24 9.92 7.69 10.67 9.65 9.75 12.93 -0.61 4.89 1.57 4.42 
MD/MCl 22.2 23.9 23.4 9.2 11.1 10.1 9.6 13.2 13.0 -0.1 4.7 1.6 2.5 
a. Winey & Gupta, 2001. 
b. Sun et al., 2008. ISTS: Impulsive stimulated thermal scattering. 
c. Borodin et al., 2008. Composite MD/MC simulations using flexible molecules. 
d. Sewell and Bennett, 2000. MC simulations using rigid molecules. 
e. Haussuhl, 2001. The crystal axes used in the original publication have been transformed to coincide 
with that used here. 
f. Haycraft et al., 2006. 
g. Schwarz et al., 2006. RUS: Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy. 
h. Munday et al., 2011. Molecular mechanics using flexible molecules. 
i. Zaug, 1998. Partial determination. ISLS: Impulsive stimulated light scattering. 
j. Stevens & Eckhardt, 2005. 
k. Sun et al., 2009. 
l. Sewell et al., 2003. 
Table 2. Second-order elastic coefficients of PETN, RDX, and β-HMX determined using 
various methods. Units are GPa.  
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Pressure (GPa) KReuss KVoigt GReuss GVoigt 
0.0 13.2 20.3 1.8 11.5 
4.0 46.1 62.7 5.2 27.9 
8.0 73.3 97 6.5 37.9 
Table 3. Calculated pressure-dependent Reuss average and Voigt average bulk and shear 
moduli for TATB crystal. Units are GPa. The temperature is T = 300 K. (Adapted from 
Bedrov et al., (2009).) 
Menikoff & Sewell (2002) have reviewed the physical properties and processes needed for 
mesoscale simulations of HMX. Among the properties required that can be reliably 
computed for pure materials using atomic-level modeling methods are the thermodynamic 
phase boundaries between the polymorphic forms of the crystal and the melting point as a 
function of pressure; the coefficients of thermal expansion and isothermal compression; the 
heat capacity as a function of temperature and, in general, pressure; the modal and 
volumetric Gruneisen coefficient; the elastic tensor and derived isotropic moduli as 
functions of temperature and pressure; the elastic-plastic yield surface, which in general is 
temperature and stress dependent, and may also exhibit a strain-rate dependence; and 
thermal conductivity and shear viscosity as functions of pressure and temperature. A 
number of these properties have been computed for HMX and used in continuum 
simulations: the elastic tensor (Sewell et al., 2003; Barton et al., 2009; Zamiri & De, 2010), the 
temperature-dependent shear viscosity of the liquid (Bedrov et al., 2000; Dienes et al., 2006), 
the temperature-dependent specific heat (Goddard et al., 1998; Sewell & Menikoff, 2004), 
Other properties discussed by Menikoff and Sewell that must be considered in a realistic 
simulation are the “damage” state of the material, for instance size and distributions of 
cracks; the nature and density of defects within the crystals; and the effects of material 
interfaces on the composite behavior. Bedrov et al. (2003) have discussed how some of these 
properties can be obtained from MD simulations. More recently, Rice and Sewell (2008) 
reviewed atomic-scale simulations of physical properties in energetic materials, with a focus 
on predictions of properties for systems in thermal equilibrium.  
Single-crystal plasticity of RDX has been studied using atomic-level simulation methods 
and, in some cases, compared to experimental results. Cawkwell and co-workers (Cawkwell 
et al., 2010; Ramos et al. 2010) have used MD simulations of the shock response of initially 
defect-free (111)- and (021)-oriented RDX single crystals to interpret the “anomalous” 
elastic-plastic response observed in flyer plate experiments for that orientation, wherein the 
evolution with increasing impact strength of VISAR velocity profiles for the (111) 
orientation transforms from a clear two-wave elastic-plastic structure to a nearly-overdriven 
structure over an interval of shock pressures that is narrow compared to the results obtained 
for other crystal orientations. The MD results show that, above a well-defined threshold 
shock strength, stacking faults nucleate homogeneously in the material then rapidly 
propagate, leading to mechanical hardening consistent with the abrupt transition from a 
two-wave structure to a nearly overdriven one (Cawkwell et al., 2010). Based on the results 
for the (111)-oriented crystal, Ramos et al. (2010) predicted that similar behavior should arise 
for shocks in (021)-oriented RDX, a result that was confirmed both from MD simulations 
and flyer plate experiments. Chen et al. (2008) performed large-scale MD simulations of 
nanoindentation of (100)-oriented RDX crystal by a diamond indenter using a version of the 
ReaxFF reactive force field (van Duin et al., 2001; Strachan et al., 2005). They observed 
localized damage in the region of the indenter, and calculated a material hardness that is 
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consistent with experimental data. They concluded that dominant slip occurs in the (210) 
plane along the [ ] direction. Ramos et al. (2009) have reported atomic-force 
microscopy/nanoindentation experiments for oriented RDX crystals. Because Ramos et al. 
did not study indentation for the (100) surface, a direct comparison between their data and 
the MD results of Chen et al. is not possible.  
Energetic material crystals (and organic crystals generally) often crystallize into low-
symmetry space groups, exhibit polymorphism (c.f., the multiple crystal phases of HMX (see 
Refs. 2-5 in Sewell et al., 2003) and RDX (Millar et al. (2010), and references therein; and 
Munday et al. (2011))), and are often highly anisotropic in terms of thermal, mechanical, and 
surface properties (the graphitic-like stacking of layers in TATB crystal provides an extreme 
case (Kolb & Rizzo, 1979; Bedrov et al., 2009). This can lead to anisotropic elastic-plastic 
shock response (Hooks et al., 2006; Menikoff et al., 2005; Winey & Gupta, 2010) and even 
anisotropic shock initiation thresholds, as has been shown by (Dick, 1984; Dick et al., 1991, 
1997) for the case of PETN crystal. 
A number of MD studies have been performed to assess shock-induced phase transitions, 
anisotropic shock response, and effects of crystal surface properties on polymer adhesion 
properties. Thompson and co-workers have studied melting in RDX, and noted a structural 
transition that occurs for temperatures just below the melting point (Agrawal et al, 2006). 
Thompson and co-workers have also studied the melting (Agrawal et al., 2003; Zheng et al., 
2006; Siavosh-Haghighi, 2006) and crystallization (Siavosh-Haghighi et al., 2010) of 
nitromethane using a non-reactive force field (Sorescu et al., 2000; Agrawal et al., 2003), 
including a prediction of the pressure dependence of the melting point, Tm = Tm(P) (Siavosh-
Haghighi & Thompson, 2011; see Fig. 11). Using that same force field Thompson and 
coworkers have studied the shock strength dependence for (100)-oriented crystals (Siavosh-
Haghighi et al., 2009; Dawes et al. 2009). They found that considerable disordering occurs 
for shock strengths of 2.0 km⋅s-1 and greater. By projecting the instantaneous kinetic energy 
of individual molecules in the system onto the normal mode eigenvectors for a single 
molecule in the explicit crystal field they characterized the detailed energy transfer between 
the shock and molecular translational, rotational, and vibrational modes of the molecule. 
The results showed that, among the vibrational modes, shock excitation first excites the low-
frequency modes; subsequent excitation of higher frequency vibrations occurs on longer 
time scales, with an approximately monotonic dependence between the frequency of a given 
mode and the time required for it to reach a steady-fluctuating energy in the shocked state. 
Further, the detailed energy transfer pathways differ for molecules that are impacted 
“methyl end first” versus “nitro end first” in the (100) shock orientation. (This latter point is 
interesting in light of the observation by Nomura et al. (2007a) for the case of reactive 
ReaxFF (van Duin et al., 2001; Strachan et al., 2005) shocks propagating along [100] in RDX 
that molecules belonging to the two distinct orientations in the crystal respond differently to 
the shock; one group of molecules undergoes chemical reaction while the other exhibits 
flattening and rotation without chemistry.)  
He et al. (2011) studied shocks in oriented nitromethane crystals impacted at 2.0 km⋅s-1 using 
MD with the same force field as Dawes et al. (2009). They observed significant differences in 
the responses to shocking along the [100], [010], and [001] directions. Jaramillo et al. (2007) 
studied the shock response of (100)-oriented α-HMX using a non-reactive force field model 
(Smith & Bharadwaj, 1999; Bedrov et al., 2002) for impact strengths between 0.5 and 2.0 
km⋅s-1. They observed a clear transition between elastic, elastic-plastic, and overdriven 
behavior in the crystals. Their results show that at lower pressures plasticity is mediated by 
120
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the nucleation and spread of crystallographic dislocations, whereas at higher pressures there 
is a transition from dislocations to the formation of nanoscale shear bands in the material. 
They noted that regions of material associated with these defects had larger local 
temperatures. Eason and Sewell (2011) have used a non-reactive force field (Borodin et al., 
2008) to study the shock response of (100)- and (001)-oriented PETN. These orientations 
were found to be insensitive and sensitive, respectively, to shock initiation in the 
experiments by Dick and coworkers (Dick, 1984; Dick et al., 1991, 1997). For 1.0 km⋅s-1 
shocks, Eason and Sewell (2011) observed the formation of defects in (110) planes for (100)-
oriented shocks, but only elastic compression for (001)-oriented shocks; see Fig. 12.  
 
 
Fig. 11. Computed and experimental melting curves for nitromethane. The MD simulation 
results were obtained using the SRT force field (Sorescu et al., 2003). See Siavosh-Haghighi 
& Thompson (2011) and references therein. 
 
 
Fig. 12. Snapshot from a MD simulation of a shock wave propagating along [100] in PETN 
crystal. Only molecular centers of mass are shown. At the left end of the system is a rigid 
piston; the shock wave propagates from left to right. The snapshot corresponds to the 
instant of maximum compression (that is, the time when the shock front reaches the right-
hand end of the sample). Blue corresponds to the piston, unshocked material, or elastically 
shock-compressed material. Red corresponds to molecules that have undergone locally 
inelastic compression. 
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Zybin and coworkers (Budzien et al. 2009; Zybin et al., 2010) studied the reactive dynamics 
of PETN using the ReaxFF force field. Budzien et al. studied the onset of chemistry for 
shocks propagating along [100] with impact velocities of 3 or 4 km⋅s-1. Zybin et al. (2010) 
studied the anisotropic initiation sensitivity of PETN in conjunction with a compress-and-
shear model. By imposing rapid compression followed by rapid shear, with specific 
combinations of those two deformation types chosen to emulate the possible interactions 
between oriented shocks and probable slip systems, they were able to correlate the buildup 
of stresses, local temperatures, and onset of chemistry with the experimentally observed 
initiation anisotropy. 
Atomic-level simulations of shock waves interacting with pre-existing defects or interfaces 
have been performed. Various models ranging in complexity from highly schematic (2AB  
A2 + B2 + ∆H) to relatively realistic (RDX  small molecule products) have been used. Shi 
and Brenner (2008), using a reactive force field model for the schematic energetic material 
nitrogen cubane (overall stoichiometry N8(s)4N2(g)), have studied the effects of faceted 
interfaces on energy localization and detonation initiation. These simulations are of 
particular interest because of discussions of whether, or to what extent, the relative shock 
insensitivity of certain RDX formulations can be attributed to smoothed crystal edges 
obtained by treatment by surfactants or mechanical milling. Shi and Brenner identified 
shock focusing and local compression of the facets as two mechanisms for hotspot 
formation; which one dominates in a given situation depends on the shock impedance 
mismatch between the binder and energetic crystal. Using a version of the ReaxFF reactive 
force field (van Duin, 2001; Strachan, 2005), Nomura et al. (2007b) studied the collapse of 
single 8-nm diameter cylindrical voids in RDX crystal for the case of shock propagation 
along the [100] direction, with piston impact velocities of 1 and 3 km⋅s-1 (shock velocities of 
~3 and ~9 km⋅s-1, respectively). They observed the formation of nanojets during void 
collapse, which led to energy focusing when the jet impinged on the downstream wall of the 
void. For the weaker shock the local heating from jet impact on the downstream wall 
remained largely localized near the collapsed jet/wall interface stagnation zone, whereas for 
the stronger shock a conical region of material extending into the downstream wall 
underwent vibrational heating. For the stronger shock the dominant reaction during void 
closure was N-N bond cleavage; smaller reaction products (N2, H2O, HONO) were rapidly 
generated once the nanojet reached the downstream wall. Cawkwell and Sewell (2011) have 
performed preliminary studies of void collapse in various oriented single crystals of RDX. 
Figure 13 contains a snapshot, taken when the shock wave reached the far end of the 
simulation cell, of the molecular centers of mass of an RDX crystal subsequent to the 
passage of a shock wave with piston impact speed 0.5 km⋅s-1 over a 20 nm cylindrical void in 
a (210) shock. Molecules initially on the surface of the cylindrical void are colored blue; all 
others are colored red. The results indicate considerable structural complexity in the shock 
response, including regions of intense plastic deformation, stacking faults, and a stress-
induced phase transition. Note also the large asymmetry of the void collapse process; for 
the crystal orientation and impact speed chosen, lateral jets form from the top and bottom 
of the void and collide near the geometric center of the original void. Using a reactive 
force field for the model reactive diatomic material 2AB  A2 + B2 + ∆H, Herring et al. 
(Herring et al., 2010) performed a detailed study, in 2-D, of the effects of void size and 
geometrical arrangement on thresholds for initiation. They considered a number of 
geometric arrangements of circular voids including single voids, voids on square and 
triangular lattices, and randomly arranged voids. Although the AB system is a highly 
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idealized model, it captures many features of reactive waves in real materials (Heim, 2007, 
2008a, 2008b). 
 
 
Fig. 13. Snapshot from a MD simulation of void collapse in (210)-oriented RDX. Only 
molecular centers of mass are shown. (Cawkwell & Sewell, 2011.) 
As illustrated by the preceding discussion, MD simulations of energetic materials 
constituent materials and structures can be used in a variety of ways with objectives that 
range from near-quantitative predictions of spectroscopic or thermo-mechanical properties 
needed directly within existing constitutive or reactive burn models but currently 
unavailable, sparse, or unreliable with present-day experimental methods; to ones designed 
to reveal or refine existing understanding of fundamental dynamical processes associated 
with material dynamics (inelastic deformation, stress-induced phase transitions); to more 
qualitative ones designed to answer basic questions about, for example, material response in 
the presence of seeded defects and how material response changes with variations in the 
geometric features of those defects or how the morphology of a heterogeneous system 
affects the shock-induced localization of energy. 
5. Conclusions 
An important motivation for the simulation of deformation processes in energetic 
materials is the desire to avoid accidental ignition of explosives under the influence of a 
mechanical load. This requires the understanding of material behavior at macro-, meso- 
and molecular scales. 
Experimental methods to determine the sensitivity of energetic materials to an external 
stimulus can be directly interpreted in terms of test severity in order to rank explosives. 
Simulation at the macroscale facilitates interpretation of experimental results; for example, 
by exceeding certain threshold values the ignition of a specific explosive composition is 
anticipated. Presented thresholds are related to 1) shear rate, 2) a pressure-, shear-rate- and 
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load-duration-dependent parameter, and 3) a parameter incorporating time-varying 
pressure and shear-rate loading. The latter two approaches are based on a micro-structural 
model. Unfortunately, results are applied only to PBX9501 or similar HMX-containing 
explosive compositions. Starting from the same micro-structural model however, one may 
arrive at a threshold parameter for PBXs containing energetic crystals other than HMX. 
Simulations of PBXs including features from the mesoscale can be categorized as follows. 
First, one can use continuum models with particle-specific features that are fitted to 
experimental data and use those continuum models as input for simulations at the 
macroscale. Secondly, one can determine the collective mechanical behavior by simulation 
of a representative volume element with the mechanical properties of all individual 
constituents. And thirdly, one can simulate the mechanical behavior in deformation 
processes directly at the mesoscale, and interpret the results in terms of probabilistic 
distribution functions of wave field variables. 
Atomic-level simulations of energetic materials can be used to predict physical properties 
such as equations of state, transport coefficients, and spectroscopic features, and to study 
fundamental processes such as energy transfer, inelastic deformation, phase transitions, and 
reaction chemistry. These are among the properties needed for the development and 
parameterization of improved mesoscale models. Depending on the accuracy of the force 
field used, these predictions can be expected to be semi-quantitative or to reveal general 
features of materials behavior in complicated polyatomic materials. Studies of the effects of 
defects, voids, or material interfaces on the physical properties and dynamic response can be 
studied in detail; although the results must be interpreted with caution if the goal is to link 
directly to the mesoscale, due to the disparity between defect sizes or number densities that 
can be simulated using MD and those that occur in real materials. 
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